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Measurement-induced entanglement of two transmon qubits by a single photon
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On-demand creation of entanglement between distant qubits is desirable for quantum communi-
cation devices but so far not available for superconducting qubits. We propose an entanglement
scheme that allows for single-shot deterministic entanglement creation by detecting a single photon
passing through a Mach-Zehnder interferometer with one transmon qubit in each arm. The entan-
glement production essentially relies on the fact that superconducting microwave structures allow
to achieve strong coupling between the qubit and the photon. By detecting the photon via a photon
counter, a parity measurement is implemented and the wave function of the two qubits is projected
onto a maximally entangled state. Moreover, due to the indivisible nature of single photons, our
scheme promises full security for entanglement-based quantum key distribution.
PACS numbers: 03.67.Bg 42.50.Dv 42.50.Pq 85.25.-j
Entanglement is one of the most characteristic fea-
tures distinguishing quantum mechanics from classical
mechanics [1] and its paradoxical predictions have chal-
lenged generations of physicists, see e.g. [2]. Quantum
information theory aims to exploit entanglement as a re-
source for protocols guaranteeing secure quantum com-
munication over macroscopic distances, namely quantum
teleportation [3] and quantum key distribution [4].
The pioneering works of Refs. [5] and [6] have shown
that entanglement can not only be transferred via direct
interactions, but also by performing a measurement such
that the wave function is projected onto an entangled
state. This method, known as entanglement swapping, is
based on the indistinguishability of the quantum states
compatible with the measurement outcome and consti-
tutes one of the key ingredients used for quantum re-
peaters [7]. Moreover, the genesis of entanglement by
performing a measurement has been first proposed for
atoms in a quantum optical framework [8, 9]. Since then,
measurement-induced entanglement of remote quantum
systems has been experimentally demonstrated for di-
verse atomic setups [10–12] as well as for solid state qubit
devices such as nitrogen vacancy centers [13] and super-
conducting qubits [14].
To our knowledge, none of these schemes is capable of
generating on-demand entanglement in a fast and secure
fashion with single-shot efficiency as desired for quantum
communication protocols. The main obstacle is that the
light-matter interaction is weak in the range of optical
frequencies. To overcome this problem most quantum
optical entangling-schemes exploit the photon polariza-
tion degree of freedom, whereas other proposals suggest
to use more challenging concepts such as NOON-states
[15]. Furthermore, since the emission of optical photons
is an undirected process, all these settings suffer from a
low photon collection efficiency.
In contrast, in circuit quantum electrodynamics
(cQED), which deals with superconducting qubits and
their interaction to microwave radiation, it has been
FIG. 1. Mach-Zehnder interferometer made of two 50:50
beamsplitters (I and II). Each arm of the interferometer is
coupled to a microwave resonator (A and B) which in turn
is dispersively coupled to a transmon qubit. A single-photon
wave-packet that is send into the MZI causes a click in one
of the two detectors at the outputs. The projective measure-
ment due to the photon counters implements a party mea-
surement on the transmon qubits. As a result, irrespective of
which photon detector (C or D) clicks, the wave function is
projected on a maximally entangled two-qubit state.
possible to reach the strong coupling regime in which
the light-matter coupling is stronger than typically in-
duced dissipation scales [16]. Even though microwave
photons are typically unpolarized, present cQED-
implementations accomplished measurement-induced en-
tanglement of superconducting qubits with sufficient ef-
ficiency via coherent states, either with the qubits placed
inside a single cavity [17] or in separate resonators [14].
Due to the lack of erasure of the which-path informa-
tion, these protocols only offer a maximal efficiency of
50%. More recently, it has been understood that employ-
ing additionally a non-linear element maximum efficiency
is achievable [18, 19]. The quantum mechanical state
projection is caused in all these cases by a weak continu-
ous measurement [20, 21]. Because of that, entanglement
emerges only rather slowly with the wave function grad-
ually collapsing in time. Furthermore, the usage of semi-
classical radiation, involving signals with many photons,
allows for the generation of multi-partite entanglement
[22, 23]. In turn, the possibility of such multi-partite en-
2tanglement bears the risk of eavesdropping and therefore
renders the Ekert protocol for quantum key distribution
insecure [4].
Here, we propose a novel scheme for entangling super-
conducting transmon qubits over a distance by using a
strong projective measurement of a single microwave pho-
ton. The photon propagates through a Mach-Zehnder
interferometer (MZI) containing two transmon qubits to
be entangled. Relying on the discreteness of photonic
Fock states as well as the ability of cQED to access the
strong coupling regime, our scheme prohibits eavesdrop-
ping during the entanglement generation as required for
a secure key distribution. Within the last decade, cQED
has become a mature field of quantum engineering tech-
nology promising integrated and scalable circuits suitable
for quantum computation. In particular, the generation
of single microwave photons in superconducting circuits
[24] and moreover the controlled creation of entangle-
ment between microwave photons and transmon qubits
has been reported [25]. These promising attempts to-
wards well-controlled microwave photonics encouraged us
to suggest an entanglement protocol taking advantage of
the high efficiencies in cQED combined with single-shot
(projective) measurements.
The outline of the paper is as follows. First, we will ex-
plain the generation of entanglement by introducing the
interferometric apparatus and discuss the procedure un-
der ideal conditions. Subsequently, a more general anal-
ysis clarifys the conditions under which maximal entan-
glement is achieveable. Specifically, we will discuss the
case of entanglement generated by a Lorentzian-shaped
single-photon wave-packet as well as the entanglement in
case of non-identical cavities.
At the first beamsplitter, an incoming photon is split
into two partial waves |ψph〉 = (|1A, 0B〉 + |0A, 1B〉)/
√
2,
each traversing one arm (A or B) of the interferometer.
After having passed the second beamsplitter, the partial
waves are recombined and the photon escaped into one
of the two output channels C and D, see Fig. 1. If both
partial waves acquire a relative phase difference of ϕ = 0
while passing the MZI, i.e., if both partial waves accumu-
late exactly the same phase in both arms A and B, the
photon is transmitted into channel C with certainty. On
the other hand, if the partial waves accumulate a relative
phase difference of ϕ = π, the photon is transmitted into
mode D. Due to this single-photon interference effect, the
MZI distinguishes between certain qubit states: by plac-
ing two dispersively interacting transmon qubits A and
B in each arm of the interferometer as shown in Fig. 1,
each partial wave picks up an individual phase due to
scattering from these distinct qubits. If the qubits are
initialized in a state spanned by the subspace |↑A, ↑B〉,
|↓A, ↓B〉, the scattering phases on are identical in both
arms and the photon is transmitted into channel C. If
on the other hand, the qubits are in a state spanned
by |↑A, ↓B〉, |↓A, ↑B〉 and if the scattering induces a rela-
tive phase difference of ϕ = π, then the photon is trans-
mitted only into channel D. Hence, the interference of
the partial waves allows for a parity-selective transmis-
sion of the photon through the MZI, discriminating the
states |↑A, ↑B〉, |↓A, ↓B〉 with even parity from the states
|↑A, ↓B〉, |↓A, ↑B〉 with odd parity. As a consequence of
this parity-selective single-photon interference, the MZI
can be used to measure the qubit parity P = σz,Aσz,B.
Once the photon is registered in one of the detectors C
or D, the wave function collapses onto a state with def-
inite parity, P = 1 (even parity) or P = −1 (odd par-
ity). Furthermore, such a parity measurement is useful
for entanglement preparation like other solid-state im-
plementations suggest [26–30], but here entanglement is
accomplished with single-shot efficiency.
The protocol proceeds as follows: we initialize the
qubits in the superposition |+A,+B〉 with |+j〉 = (|↑j〉+
|↓j〉)/
√
2 for each qubit j = A,B. This state is—among
other possibilities—a suitable choice and due to the dis-
persive interaction ∝ σz,ja†jaj each partial wave of the
photon introduces state-dependent scattering phases ϕ↑
and ϕ↓ to the qubit: (|↑j〉 + |↓j〉)/
√
2 7→ (eiϕ↑ |↑j〉 +
eiϕ↓ |↓j〉)/
√
2 within each arm. Crucially, we demand
the phase difference to be ϕ↓ − ϕ↑ = π in order to
make the MZI parity-discriminating. Note that such a
large difference between the scattering phases can only
be implemented within the strong coupling regime. Af-
ter the photon is reflected off the cavities, it carries in-
formation about the qubit state as well as about the
path it has taken. As this makes the states distinguish-
able we use the second beamsplitter (II) to erase the
which-path information of the photon. In terms of the
output Fock modes C and D the resulting state reads
(|Φ−〉 |1C, 0D〉 + |Ψ−〉 |0C, 1D〉)/
√
2. Recasting the final
state in terms of the Bell states
∣∣Φ−〉 = 1√
2
(|↑A, ↑B〉 − |↓A, ↓B〉) with P = 1, (1a)
∣∣Ψ−〉 = 1√
2
(|↑A, ↓B〉 − |↓A, ↑B〉) with P = −1, (1b)
reveals the parity-selectivity of the MZI and shows fur-
thermore that, due to the missing which-path informa-
tion, the parity measurement is not able to distinguish
in which arm the photon has scattered. Hence, the state
projection leaves the qubits in an entangled state no mat-
ter in which detector the photon is registered. Taking the
measurement outcome as starting point, every other en-
tangled two-qubit state can be prepared by means of sin-
gle qubit gates. In this sense, the protocol accomplishes
deterministic entanglement with single-shot efficiency.
In the following, we will look at this scheme on a more
formal level that allows to discuss imperfections. The
crucial part of the photon propagation is the scattering
process with the cavities and the qubits inside of these.
In order to describe the cavity-qubit subsystems, we as-
sume for simplicity that each qubit j is coupled to a single
3cavity mode with frequency ωc. The qubit states are sep-
arated by an energy splitting ~∆ which is considered to
be far detuned from the resonance frequencies of the cav-
ities, ωc ≫ ∆. In this regime, the light-matter coupling
gives rise to a qubit-state dependent renormalization of
the cavity frequency—the dispersive shift χσz,j . Accord-
ingly, each cavity-qubit subsystem is then described by
the Hamiltonian
Hj = ~ωca
†
jaj +
~∆
2
σz,j + ~χσz,ja
†
jaj , (2)
where aj , a
†
j are creation and annihilation operators of
the cavity modes obeying the canonical commutation re-
lations [aj , a
†
l ] = δjl. A photon bin,j(k), incident to arm
j of the MZI with wave number k > 0 and frequency
ωk = c|k|, induces a qubit-state dependent phase shift
after being scattered off the cavity. This process is com-
pletely characterized by the reflection coefficient
r(ωk;σz,j) =
i(ωc + χσz,j − ωk)− κ/2
i(ωc + χσz,j − ωk) + κ/2 (3)
which relates incoming and outgoing modes of the MZI
by bout,j = rj(ωk;σz,j)bin,j [31]. In (3), κ denotes the
spectral broadening of the cavities. Due to the occur-
rence of the σz,j terms, the qubit states |↑j〉 and |↓j〉 ac-
cumulate the relative phase difference ϕ = arg[r(ωk;σz =
1)]− arg[r(ωk;σz = −1)] while the photon passes the in-
terferometer. To achieve maximal entanglement between
the qubits, it is crucial to generate a relative π phase
shift, i.e., we would like to adjust the parameters of the
device such that
π = arg [r(ωk;σz,j = 1)]− arg [r(ωk;σz,j = −1)] (4)
for both qubits A and B. Condition (4) can be fulfilled
by tuning the photon frequency to be
Ω = ωc ± (χ2 − κ2/4)1/2. (5)
Note that these frequency sweet spots do only exist in
the strong coupling regime where 2χ ≥ κ. For conve-
nience we will only consider one solution in (5) and omit
the other one; this particular choice will be of no impor-
tance for the following analysis as long as we consistently
stick to it. Recombining the two arms of the interferome-
ter, the second beamsplitter acts as linear transformation
upon the outgoing modes A, B and defines the output
modes C, D via
(
cout
dout
)
=
1√
2
(
1 eiθ
−1 eiθ
)(
bout,A
bout,B
)
. (6)
The phase shift θ = k(ℓB− ℓA) keeps track of to the indi-
vidual path lengths ℓj the photon has to take in each arm
of the interferometer. As we will see later, this parameter
turns out to be useful to prevent disturbing interferences
that negatively affect the degree of entanglement. Fi-
nally, after passing II, the photon is absorbed by one of
the detectors C and D thereby projecting the transmon
qubits onto an entangled state.
However, several erroneous mechanisms may spoil the
production of full entanglement and lead to limitations
of our scheme: the shape of the photon wave-packet,
the fine tuning of cavity parameters, dissipative photon
propagation due to leaky cavities or imperfect circula-
tors, and efficiency of microwave photon counters. Since
only the first two points one are inherent to the entangle-
ment protocol, we want to focus our discussion on these
intrinsic aspects. The latter points arise because of (ex-
trinsic) technological limitations: If the circuit elements
or the circulators are leaky, there is a finite probability
for the photon to transmit into unwanted channels. This
causes the reflection amplitude to have modulus less than
one which lowers the photon count efficiency as well as
the entanglement of the obtained state. The most seri-
ous experimental problem is the detection of single mi-
crowave photons. Although technically already possible,
it remains a challenging task to build microwave photon
counters working at high efficiency, see [32–34]. However,
given the rapid progress in the field of cQED in the last
decade, we are confident that the technological challenges
will be addressed in the near future.
For a non-ideal setup, the photon measurement
yields—depending on the outcome—projected states
|Ψm〉 and |Φm〉 that generally deviate from a Bell state.
In order to quantify the degree of entanglement, we deter-
mine the fidelity of the outcome after the measurement
and the wanted Bell state; the fidelity is a measure of
distance between states in Hilbert space and is defined
as F [ψ, φ] = |〈ψ|φ〉|2 for two arbitrary pure states |ψ〉
and |φ〉, see [35]. Specifically, we are interested in the fi-
delities F [Φm,Φ−] or F [Ψm,Ψ−], depending on the mea-
surement outcome. If these quantities take the value one,
the projected state is the sought-after Bell state. In the
following, we demonstrate how intrinsic errors affect the
entanglement production and compute how the fidelity is
affected by a single-photon wave-packet with Lorentzian
wave profile as well as for non-identical cavities.
Generally, a single traveling photon is emitted as a
wave-packet, i.e., a superposition of various frequencies.
In other words, it becomes impossible to fulfill (4) for a
generic photon state. For concreteness, we assume that
the single microwave photon is produced from the con-
trolled decay of a microwave resonator which means that
the envelope function is a Lorentzian wave-packet
f(k) =
(cΓ)1/2
i(ωk − Ω)− Γ/2 (7)
with spectral broadening Γ and the mean frequency
tuned to Ω. Importantly, the relative weight factor η
between qubit states |↑j〉 and |↓j〉, which is implied by
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FIG. 2. Fidelities F [Ψm,Ψ−] of the protocol for the two two
intrinsic error mechanisms as discussed in the main text. In
(a), the fidelity F [Ψm,Ψ−] is shown as function of the spectral
broadening in case a Lorentzian-shaped photon wave-packet
passing the MZI (for χ = 2κ). The solid line is obtained
numerically whereas the dashed line corresponds to Eq. (8);
both results agree in the regime Γ ≪ κ. In (b), the fidelity
(9) is shown as a function of the parameter ϕB, quantifying
the detuning of cavity B, while assuming that cavity A is
perfectly tuned. The ideal case corresponds to ϕB = pi with
fidelity F = 1.
the dispersive interaction, can be represented as a co-
herent sum over all frequency components in the wave-
packet, see also the Appendix. While the central fre-
quency component of the photon wave-packet ωk = Ω
reveals a relative phase factor of eiπ, all other frequency
components induce relative phase factors deviating from
this value. By averaging coherently over all these con-
tributions the resulting weight factor η has modulus less
than one, |η| < 1, and an average phase ϕ = arg(η) 6= π
which generally differs from π. In particular, for the
Lorentzian wave-packet the fidelity is a function of the
photon spectral width Γ. Assuming 2χ > κ [36], θ = 0,
and focussing to the limit Γ/κ≪ 1 we find the fidelity
F [Φm,Φ−] ≃ 1− 2[1− (κ/2χ)2](Γ/κ)2, (8)
see Fig. 2 and the Appendix. Equation (8) holds if the
photon has been registered in the detector C. For the
reciprocal measurement outcome we find, due to parity-
selective interference amplitudes, F [Ψm,Ψ−] = 1 irre-
spective of the line width, see the Appendix for details.
As Γ/κ approaches zero, the fidelity (8) becomes unity
thereby achieving full, deterministic entanglement, i.e.,
for any measurement outcome.
Moreover, in a realistic setup the cavities will always be
fabricated slightly differently. As a consequence, the fre-
quency sweet spots of cavity A and B differ from each
other, i.e., ΩA 6= ΩB. This implies that we can, at
best, tune the (central) frequency of the photon to ful-
fill Eq. (4) on one side, say ΩA. Then, according to (5)
the dispersive interaction induces a relative weight factor
ηA = e
iπ between states |↑A〉 and |↓A〉 of qubit A. Since
the other cavity cannot fulfill (5) at the same time, it
induces a distinct relative weight factor ηB = e
iϕB 6= −1
where ϕB is a function of the parameters ωc,B, χB, and
κB. By choosing the phase of the interferometer θ prop-
erly, ϕB remains the only parameter that cannot be con-
trolled in situ, see the Appendix. Expressed as a function
of ϕB, the fidelity reads
F [Φm,Φ−] = F [Ψm,Ψ−] =
1
8
[5− 3 cos(ϕB)] . (9)
When the parameters of both cavities coincide ϕB takes
the value π and we recover the ideal case as indicated by
a unit fidelity.
To be more specific, we want to discuss the case where
cavities A and B only differ by their resonance frequency
δω = ωc,B−ωc,A 6= 0 with all other parameters identical.
Expanding ϕB in terms of the small parameter δω/κ we
find ϕB ≈ π+4(1−κ2/4χ2 )1/2 δω/κ for χ > κ/2. Hence,
the fidelity is
F [Φm,Φ−] ≃ 1− 3[1− (κ/2χ)2](δω/κ)2. (10)
Equations (8) and (10) suggest to tune the cavities in
both cases such that κ is sufficiently large as compared
to the photon line width and the cavity detuning. How-
ever, since Eq. (5) sets an upper limit χ ≥ κ/2 for the
magnitude of κ, the optimal implementation is a tradeoff
between κ being larger than the photon line width and
the cavity detuning, but still smaller than the dispersive
shift.
In summary, we have proposed a novel method to
entangle distant transmon qubits by single-shot photon
measurements. Relying on the ability to access the strong
coupling regime as well as the discrete nature of the Fock
state microwave photons, our scheme represents a parity
meter based upon strong projective measurements as op-
posed to previous approaches involving weak continuous
measurements. We have analyzed the entanglement pro-
tocol under non-ideal conditions by demonstrating the
sensitivity of the entanglement in terms of the fidelity
for a photon, emitted with a finite line width, as well
as for inaccurate parameter fine tuning of the cavities.
Furthermore, we have argued that for an optimal imple-
mentation the magnitude of the cavity broadenings have
to be on an intermediate scale limited from above by
the light-matter coupling strength. Although the lack
of high efficiency microwave photon counters remains a
technological challenge for the entanglement protocol, we
believe our method has potential applications for high-
speed quantum communication protocols and rehabili-
tates a secure quantum key distribution for cQED imple-
mentations.
We acknowledge financial support from the Alexander
von Humboldt Foundation.
5APPENDIX
Transmission line coupling
An arm of the MZI is considered to be a one-
dimensional superconducting transmission line guiding
microwave photons from beamsplitter I to beamsplitter
II. Accordingly, each arm (j = A,B) of the MZI hosts a
one-dimensional continuum of modes
Htl,j =
∫
dk
2π
~ωk b
†
j(k)bj(k). (11)
The mode operators b†j(k) and bj(k), obeying the com-
mutation relations [bj(k), b
†
l (k
′)] = 2πδjlδ(k − k′), create
and annihilate photon states from the vacuum in arm j of
the MZI. The wave number k of a photon is related to its
frequency ωk by the linear dispersion relation ωk = c|k|.
In our setup each transmission line (arm of the MZI) is
intercepted by a microwave resonator enclosing a trans-
mon qubit. For simplicity both cavities are characterized
by a single mode described by operators a†j and aj . The
transmon qubit inside a cavity is dispersively coupled to
the cavity mode. Therefore we can describe each cavity-
transmon subsystem by Eq. (2) of the main text. Pho-
tons inside the cavity can leak into the transmission line
and vice versa. This process is described by the coupling
Hamiltonian
Hcp,j = ~
√
cκj
∫
dk
2π
[
b†j(k)aj + a
†
jbj(k)
]
(12)
where κj characterizes the degree of hybridization be-
tween the cavity and its environment. Then, photons
from the transmission line, which enter the cavity, inter-
act with the qubit inside the cavity and are re-emitted
into the transmission line. This scattering process is cap-
tured by the total Hamiltonian
Htot,j = Hj +Htl,j +Hcp,j . (13)
Far apart from the cavities for |x| → ∞, photons in the
transmission lines are considered to be freely propagating
with respect to Htl,j. This suggests the definition of the
time-dependent input and output fields
bin,j(x, t) =
∫
dk
2π
e−i[ωk(t+T )−kx] bin,j(k), (14a)
bout,j(x, t) =
∫
dk
2π
e−i[ωk(t−T )−kx] bout,j(k), (14b)
where the operators bin,j(k) = bj(k)|t=−T and bout,j(k) =
bj(−k)|t=T generate asymptotically free scattering states
for T → ∞. For simplicity we will omit the space coor-
dinate in the following and consider only the point x = 0
where the transmission line is connected to the cavity.
As follows from standard input-output theory for cavi-
ties [31, 37], the input and output fields in Eqs. (14a)
and (14b) obey the boundary equation
bout,j(t)− bin,j(t) = √cκj aj(t). (15)
Here aj(t) is the time-dependent cavity operator which
is subject to the Heisenberg equations of motion
b˙j(k) = −iωkbj(k)− i√cκjaj , (16a)
a˙j = −i (ωc,j + χσz,j) aj − i√cκj
∫
dk
2π
bj(k), (16b)
σ˙z,j = 0. (16c)
The formal solution of Eq. (16a)
bj(k; t) = e
−iωk(t+T )bin,j(k)
+
√
cκj
∫ t
−T
dt′e−iωk(t−t
′)a(t′) (17)
can be iterated into Eq. (16b). As a result, one obtains
the quantum Langevin equation
a˙j = −i (ωc,j + χjσz,j) aj − κj
2
aj +
√
cκj bin(t) (18)
where the input field plays the role of an external driving.
By using Eq. (15) and the quantum Langevin equation,
one can derive the input-output relation
bout,j(k) = rj(ωk;σz,j) bin,j(k) (19)
where input and output fields are related to each other
via the frequency-dependent reflection coefficient given
in Eq. (3). Note that due to the lack of transmission
into other channels than the reflection channel, the reflec-
tion coefficient is a complex number with modulus one,
|rj | = 1. Furthermore, the complex phase of rj(ωk;σz,j)
is the qubit state-dependent scattering phase that a pho-
ton acquires after being reflected from one of the two
cavities.
Fidelities of the projected wave functions
In order to obtain a general expression for the fidelities,
it has to be taken into account that photons usually are
emitted as wave-packets. Therefore it is convenient to
introduce wave-packet operators
B†j =
∫
dk
2π
f(k) b†j(k) (20)
that create single photons with a certain wave profile f(k)
from the vacuum state in arm j of the interferometer.
To ensure that these wave-packets carry the intensity of
one photon, the envelope function has to be normalized
to one,
∫
dk
2π |f(k)|2 = 1. Accordingly, the state of an
incoming photon, which has been split by beamsplitter
I, can be represented as
|ψph〉 = 1√
2
(B†A +B
†
B) |0〉 . (21)
6After the photon has scattered with the qubits inside
the MZI, the two modes bout,A and bout,B of arms A and
B are converted into the output modes
cout =
1√
2
(
bout,A + e
iθbout,B
)
, (22)
dout =
1√
2
(−bout,A + eiθbout,B) (23)
by the second beamsplitter (II) to erase the which-path
information of the photon. The phase shift θ = k(ℓB−ℓA)
arises due to the difference of the optical paths of the
photon in the interferometer. Then, by detecting the
photon in one of the output modes C or D, the total
wave function |ψ〉 = |ψqb〉 ⊗ |ψph〉 is projected onto one
of the states
|Φm〉 = cout(t) |ψ〉
〈ψ|c†outcout|ψ〉
1
2
, or |Ψm〉 = dout(t) |ψ〉
〈ψ|d†outdout|ψ〉
1
2
.
In particular, the projected wave functions can be repre-
sented as
|Φm〉 = 1√
NΦ
∑
σ,σ′
(fσ,A + fσ′,B) |σA, σ′B〉 , (24a)
|Ψm〉 = 1√
NΨ
∑
σ,σ′
(fσ,A − fσ′,B) |σA, σ′B〉 (24b)
with normalization constants NΦ and NΨ. All informa-
tion about the shape of the photon wave-packet as well
as the cavity detuning, i.e., the differences between the
two cavities is encoded into the linear coefficients which
are given by
fσ,j =
∫
dk
2π
rj(ωk;σj)f(k)e
−i(ωkt−kxj). (25)
Here xj = ℓj + ℓ0 denotes the total distance, that has
been taken by the photon from I through arm j to the
detectors: ℓj is the path length of arm j and ℓ0 is the
distance from II to the detectors. From the general ex-
pressions (24) the ideal case is easily revcovered: if the
photon frequency is emitted exactly at the sweet spot
ωk = Ω and if both cavities are identical, the projected
states are equal to the favored Bell states |Φm〉 = |Φ−〉
and |Ψm〉 = |Ψ−〉.
However, if these conditions for the ideal case cannot
be fulfilled, the projected state deviates from a maxi-
mally entangled state. This deviation can be quantified
in terms of the fidelities of the measured states and the
designated Bell-state of the ideal case,
F [Φm,Φ−] =
1
2|NΦ| |(f↑,A + f↑,B)− (f↓,A + f↓,B)|
2,
(26)
F [Ψm,Ψ−] =
1
2|NΨ| |(f↑,A − f↓,B)− (f↓,A − f↑,B)|
2.
(27)
So far, all expression have been given in a general fash-
ion including the effect of a photon wave-packet as well
as the effect of detuned cavities. In the following these
effects shall be discussed separately.
Lorentzian wave packet
To quantify the influence of a Lorentzian-shaped wave
packet, the coefficients in Eq. (25) have to be evaluated
for a Lorentzian envelope function
f(k) =
√
cΓ
i(ωk − Ω)− Γ/2 . (28)
Here it is assumed that the central frequency of the en-
velope function equals the sweet spot frequency Ω =
ωc±(χ2−κ2/4)1/2 in order to induce a π-phase shift, see
Eq. (5). Since both cavities are considered to be equal
in this case, the linear coefficients are symmetric with
respect to exchange of the cavities, fσ,A = fσ,B. There-
fore, we will omit the index j in the following. Then, the
coefficients take two independent values f↑ and f↓ = ηf↑
where η is a complex factor. Moreover, for a Lorentzian
wave-packet these coefficients f↑, f↓, and η can be eval-
uated explicitly. In the limit of large cavity damping as
compared to the photon line width Γ ≪ κ, the η-factor
becomes time-independent and reads
η(Γ) =
2∏
ν=1
i[ωc + (−1)νχ− Ω]− Γ/2 + (−1)νκ/2
i[ωc + (−1)νχ− Ω]− Γ/2 + (−1)ν−1κ/2 .
(29)
Here the difference between the optical path lengths has
been set to zero, i.e., θ = 0. Together with Eq. (29) the
fidelities evaluate to
F [Φm,Φ−] =
1 + |η(Γ)|2 − 2|η(Γ)| cos[ϕ(Γ)]
3 + 3|η(Γ)|2 + 2|η(Γ)| cos[ϕ(Γ)] , (30)
F [Ψm,Ψ−] = 1 (31)
where ϕ(Γ) = arg[η(Γ)] denotes the frequency-averaged
phase difference.
As explained in the main text, the relative phase differ-
ence of states with even parity becomes zero ϕ↑−ϕ↓ = 0,
if the cavities are identical. Furthermore, these states
(with equal phases difference) interfere destructively at
the second beamsplitter and therefore not transmit-
ted into channel D (parity-selective interference). Only
states with odd parity are transmitted into channel D
and by registering the photon there, the wave function is
projected onto the Bell state with odd parity irrespective
of the photon line width.
Detuned cavities
Microwave resonators, which are not identically fab-
ricated, generally differ in their resonance frequencies,
7ωc,A 6= ωc,B, their qubit couplings χA 6= χB, and their
cavity broadenings κA 6= κB. Consequently, for a photon,
that is emitted at a single frequency, it is impossible to
match the sweet spot frequency for both cavities simulta-
neously, see Eq. (5). Assuming that the photon is emitted
at frequency ΩA, the scattering-induced phase difference
is exactly π as indicated by the corresponding η-factor
for cavity A, ηA = f↓,A/f↑,A = e
iπ. However, since the
photon frequency does not coincide with ΩB, the corre-
sponding η-factor for cavity B is ηB = f↓,B/f↑,B = e
iϕB
with ϕB 6= π. In addition, arising due to the detuning
of the cavities, the complex factor ηAB = f↑,B/f↑,A 6= 1
can be defined in analogy to ηA and ηB. Since we neglect
the influence of a finite line width of the photon here, all
linear coefficients fσ,j and their corresponding η-factors
are complex phase factors with modulus one.
One might expect that ηAB has an influence on the
fidelity, but fortunately this phase shift can be compen-
sated by appropriately adjusting the optical path lengths
inside the MZI. By using (25) we find
ηAB =
f↑,B
f↑,A
=
rB(ΩA; ↑)
rA(ΩA; ↑) e
iΩA(ℓB−ℓA)/c. (32)
Hence, by properly tuning the angle θ of the interferom-
eter, ηAB = 1 can be achieved.
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